
 

Birthing and Monetizing Your Gifts through 
Sexual Sovereignty 

- Cycle 6: Temple Body Priestess - 
Living from Empowered Pleasure 
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After integrating the teachings from Womb Truth and Blood Mysteries and           

the initiations that we’ve experienced in this lifetime, we will now create the opportunities for healing                

through awakening the Temple Body Priestess. We will create the space to birth from a place of                 

pleasure and power.  

  

 



 

The Temple Body Priestess lives in devotion to her divine purpose and offers her              

Temple Body as a vessel of love. She recognizes herself as an instrument of the divine and lives by her                    

word with absolute integrity. You may hear her whispering to you from deep within your yoni to                 

embody your sovereign power.  

 

Dance the path of devotion to keep your inner flame lit and embody your              
divine radiance. Live with intention in each moment aligned with your Sacred Why. Commit to               

taking action in ways that fan your inner flame. You are here to inspire, to be the starlight you were born                     

to be, and to light up the path for others to awaken.  

 

The Temple Body Priestess embodies the five-fold path. Her daily spiritual practice is             

non-negotiable. She is committed to nurturing her direct connection with Divine Creative Spirit through              

her Sacred Embodiment, Sexual Sovereignty, and Creative Expression. She is Empty Presence, fully             

rooted in the earth, and connected to the cosmos. Her channel is open; her core is clear and supportive.                   

Listening deeply to her Innate Wisdom, she awakens the ancient codes within her womb space. In her                 

stillness, she receives guidance and finds the answers she needs. Through her sword of discernment, she                

aligns her power-to-create with her thoughts, beliefs, words, and actions. Life is the canvas, and she                

dances the world awake.  
 
She is a modern-day Temple Dancer, Alchemist, and Songstress. She is a powerful             

mirror, holding space, amplifying, initiating, and awakening humanity with her body, voice, and dance.              

As an alchemist, she holds the power to transmute old stories into gold. As a songstress channeling her                  

intentions through her sound, she creates a resonant field of healing.  

 

It takes time to own and embody your signature soul essence and the Temple              
Body Priestess, who knows how to harness her feminine power and magnetize all she desires. The                

Temple Body Priestess comes through the wisdom of experience held in your body, which happens over                

time.  

 

Her power has nothing to do with her outer appearance but with inner experience              

and cultivated relationship with her body, sexuality, spirituality, and creativity. She is humble and does               

not fit any standard or stereotype. She is comfortable in her skin, releases any comparison, and                

celebrates collaboration. She treats her body as a sanctuary, an altar to worship, to remember, and to                 

feel pleasure. Awake in her senses, she may be dressed in fabrics soft and sensual to the touch, anointed                   

with scented oils, or adorning her Temple Body in her unique way.  
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An aspect of the Temple Body Priestess is the Sexual Priestess. We have known the               

Sexual Priestess as a Sacred Prostitute, Temptress, and Sexual Healer throughout history. While in more               

recent history, the Sexual Priestess Archetype went into hiding, she exists around the world, and many                

ancient cultures revered her. My colleague Anaiya Sophia explains in her article, Why Prostitutes Should               

Rule The World, that “In ancient Sumeria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece, there were no brothels.               

Instead, there were Temples of the Sacred Prostitutes inhabited by holy women who embodied love,               

owned their sexuality, and held the highest spiritual authority.” In Ancient India, initiates were raised               

and trained in the sacred arts in devotion to the divine and known as the Devadasis, Temple Dancers, or                   

Dakinis. The faces of the Sexual Priestess from these cultures include Ishtar, Inanna, Isis, Mary               

Magdalene, Aphrodite, Venus, Freyja, Lalita, and more.  

 

 
‘La Belle Odalisque’ 

Artist: Adrien Henri Tanoux, 1865-1923  

 

With the Rise of the Divine Feminine movement, we see leaders breaking            
taboos and voicing the value of pleasure and sexual creative power, allowing            

the Sexual Priestess to step out into the light and become visible once again. There are many ways to                   

show up and move through the world as a modern-day Sexual Priestess. As you awaken to your sexual                  

power and move through life from Empowered Pleasure, aligned with your truth and integrity, your               

Sexual Priestess will guide you.  
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“Once upon a time, sexual women ruled the world. They were independent, 

empowered, and embodied love.” ~ Anaiya Sophia 

 
 
Empowered Pleasure  
 

Experiencing pleasure is your birthright and essential for staying         
connected to your radiance, essence, sensuality, and feminine power. Saying          

YES to pleasure is a choice and opens pathways to embodied presence and confidence. Pleasure changes                

your physiology and brain chemistry - the more pleasure you experience, the more blood flows through                

your body, awakening your senses. When pleasure guides you, you have the power to clear your                

channel, shift your state, and evolve.  

 

When you recognize the relationship between your feminine power and your           
pleasure and claim both, you live in a state of empowered pleasure. Recognize,             

with confidence, the power that is in your pleasure. Mama Gena says in her fabulous book Pussy when                  

she speaks to the importance of moving through life from pleasure and what turns us on:  

 

 

“When a woman is turned on, she is empowered with her own elemental rightness. When a                

woman gets turned on, she tunes in to her own magnificence, into her sense of deserving all that                  

is wonderful in this life. She becomes radiant, the way a woman is supposed to be. An innately                  

feminine wisdom begins to emerge, allowing her to trust herself, her voice and her experience. A                

radiant woman is a woman in her highest power, a woman who is bringing what she is meant to                   

bring into the world” (Regena Thomashauer, Pussy, p. 173). 

 

  

As a Temple Body Priestess, you learn to be your inner lover and make love to                
life. You come into your senses and the present moment. You experience pleasure just in being.                

Listening to your yoni’s wisdom and sensations as an inner compass allows your feminine power to                

guide. Every moment becomes an opportunity to embrace, taste, receive, penetrate, surrender, and be              

aroused.  
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On this path of devotion, you value yourself and your pleasure. You harness the              

power of your pleasure to create a new pathway. You know you are worthy to experience pleasure as                  

you design and manifest your life aligned with your divine purpose. As you say YES to pleasure, you                  

move into the receptive state to receive more abundance and prosperity in all ways.  

  

 

Empowered Pleasure Manta: “The more pleasure I experience,  

the more I say YES to my feminine power and purpose.”    

 

  

 

 
        Photo by Brendan Jaffer Thom 

 

 

Pleasure is a choice to say YES to the divine play in which you are fully present, 

awake, connected to your soul’s essence, and seeing all of life as a web that you 

are weaving and co-creating. 
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Living Artfully  
 
Presence is the key to Living Artfully. The Temple Body Priestess is present and self-aware               

in each moment. With devotion, the Temple Body Priestess nurtures her creativity, sexuality, and              

spiritual path daily. She offers her body as a vessel for divine love to flow through.  
 
You are a master in the art of living and divine play. Your life is an expression of who                   

you truly are and what you are here to offer. Through your relationship with experience, you dance with                  

the divine, listening, and responding to each given moment. There is nothing to prove. You are a living                  

embodiment of what you stand for.  

 

 

The Temple Body Priestess aligns     
her magnetic frequency with    
infinite love, gratitude, pleasure,    
and prosperity. Knowing her value, she      

recognizes her inner worth and fosters a       

positive relationship with wealth and money.      

She emanates a powerful electromagnetic     

frequency, which attracts more of what she       

embodies. A lightworker and way-shower, she      

aligns with the highest frequencies of love and        

trust. She feels provided for as she shows up in          

devotional service, no matter what the outer       

life circumstance brings.  

 

 
 
 

    Photo by Melissa Robin 

 

 

 

“A master in the art of living draws no sharp distinction between her work and 

her play, her labor and her leisure, her mind and her body, her education and 

her recreation. She hardly knows which is which.”   

- Edited Quote {to represent her/she} by L.P. Jacks.  
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Make Your life a Ritual 
 
Ritual unites your inner Priestess with Divine Creative Spirit. Through ritual, you            

recognize your power to consecrate, alchemize, transmute, release, awaken, ignite, and remember.            

Every moment is an opportunity to create magic and bridge the mundane with the extraordinary. Ritual                

anchors your intention with action and awareness. All Temple Body Arts practices can be rituals.  

 

The Temple Body Priestess recognizes her Temple Body, voice, and sexuality as            
powerful tools in building a bridge between the unseen and the seen. She lives              

in deep connection with her inner world and unseen forces, allies, ancestors, and angels supporting her                

soul’s mission. She knows she is not alone.  

 

 

The Temple Body Priestess    
creates rituals aligning   
her creative power with    
the natural world, the    
blood mysteries, and rites    
of passage. She explores and     

knows how to use the elements, the       

lunar cycles, and seasons in ritual,      

wielding her sovereign divine power     

to create change for the highest      

good. She works with her blood      

knowing it holds the keys to the       

mystery.  
 

            Photo by Alize Jireh 
 
 
Chakras 
 
TBA explores the chakras as a sacred technology and ritual to awaken and             

embody the Temple Body Priestess. To move sexual creative energy through her Temple Body, she uses                

her movement, breath, and sound. She connects with key energetic, physiological, and spiritual centers              

within her body to recognize where focus and balance are needed. Her practices awaken the qualities                

that support her in being magnetic, vibrant, and Living Artfully. A Temple Body Priestess is on fire with                  

the passion of what she is here to share and offer through her vessel and empowered voice. 
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SURRENDER  
 

The Temple Body Priestess recognizes her life is a gift bestowed upon her. She              

knows she is a spiritual being having a human experience in a Temple Body. Trusting in the divine                  

mystery, she continually surrenders her ego, releasing control, and receiving guidance for where to aim               

next. She offers her body and life in service to birthing a new paradigm and golden age. She knows one                    

of the most powerful tools to navigate this life is surrender as she offers up her busy mind, heart,                   

emotions, stories, and attachments. Emptying to become a vessel for love, she returns again and again                

to humility and reverence, in service to the divine.  

 

Temple Body Priestess Mantra: “I am Divine Love Embodied” 

 
Owning Your Shadow  
 
The shadow aspect of the Temple Body Priestess can cause havoc or invite             

unwanted energies into our space. If we don’t own our shadow and do our healing work, our wounds                  

and old stories may play out in our lives and work. When we are ego-driven, manipulative, or operating                  

solely for personal gain, we are in the shadow aspect. The shadow arises when we fall out of integrity                   

and do not embody what we stand for.  

 
If we do not align with the highest frequency of love, and for the benefit of all, our                  

alluring feminine powers of seduction and magnetism may harm others. It is essential to bring any                

shadow aspects into the light and know where our intentions and motives are coming from when                

wielding these influential powers. 

 
Owning all aspects of yourself allows for wholeness and integrity. Integrity           

means speaking your truth, living what you teach, and embodying your authenticity. Take action aligned               

with divine will and follow a code of agreements oriented with your Sacred Why. As you move through                  

initiations, you may encounter parts of yourself where you feel shame and judgment. By bringing your                

shame and self-judgments into the light, you own your shadow. To be sovereign and claim your                

feminine power, you must openly acknowledge and embrace all parts of yourself. Integrity lies in sharing                

your shadow vulnerably, and this authentic sharing allows you to cultivate humility and strength as an                

embodied feminine leader, building credibility and trust with those engaged with you. 

 

 

             With this remembrance of the Temple Body Priestess  

comes a great responsibility to follow your inner call and  

serve the awakening of humanity. 
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Sacred Marriage 

 

The Temple Body Priestess is a symbol of the Sacred Marriage. She embodies the              
Inner Cross - the union of the divine feminine with the divine masculine. The vertical axis of the                  

Inner Cross represents the masculine principle, the sturdy upright sword of integrity, able to cut away                

with precision and penetrate with clarity. It aligns you with pure consciousness. The horizontal axis of                

the Inner Cross represents the feminine principles as an extension of the heart, widening out like wings.                 

It is enveloping, nurturing, and opening to receive grace.  

 
In the center of the cross, where the masculine and feminine principles meet             
in balance, lives the Inner Diamond, which glows with radiance, divine essence, and value. The Inner                

Diamond is activated when the sacred marriage is alive, and you experience a fullness within.  

  
Our relationship to our inner masculine comes through our self-awareness          
and witness consciousness. We relate with our inner masculine when we create structures,             

schedules, and boundaries to honor ourselves. These practices support us to show up fully and ready to                 

serve.  

 

Being held by the divine     
masculine allows our feminine    
magic to flow. Our divine feminine      

receptivity and embodiment come through     

listening, nurturing, and slowing down to      

allow our innate and sensual essence to be        

expressed. As an embodiment of the sacred       

marriage, we receive the masculine in its full        

penetrative power and offer our receptive      

nature and infinite creative power. 

 
The temple body priestess is     
married to the divine. She lives in       

devotion with her sacred contract to serve the        

divine through her life's work. Her inner       

marriage to Divine Creative Spirit is her       

primary relationship, and all other sacred      

relationships support her primary relationship     

and align with her soul's mission. 
            Photo by Kevin Thom, Temple Body Day 2017 
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When we nurture and cultivate our marriage with the divine, the power of our              

commitment overflows into our outer relationships. We can have both the inner and outer marriage.               

Through tending to our relationship with the divine, our frequency of wholeness and sovereignty              

attracts beloveds who respect and honor our devotion and sacred agreements. As we learn to honor the                 

sacred masculine and feminine within ourselves and our partners, we cultivate beautiful inner and outer               

relationships.  
 
 
TBA Guiding Compass: Sexual Sovereignty  

 
The Temple Body Priestess embodies all      
the points of the Guiding Compass:      

Intention, Sacred Embodiment, Expressive Arts,     

Creative Power, Sexual Sovereignty, and the      

Feminine Mysteries. As you honor your cyclical       

nature and the mystical aspects of what it means         

to be a woman, you learn to embody the medicine          

from each archetypal phase and reclaim your       

Sexual Sovereignty.  

 

 

As the Graceful Warrior, you take      
action with your discernment. You     

embody your radiant fullness as the Mother/Lover.       

Your expression as the Wild Woman is free, and         

you own the shadow. As the Sacred Dreamer, you         

let go of ‘doing,’ you surrender into being. You         
have integrated the past and prepared the soil        
of your womb to birth a new paradigm.  
 

 

 
          Photo by Melissa Robin 

 

As a Temple Body Priestess,  

you are a Sovereign Queen,  

embodying each phase of the lunar archetypes. 
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A Temple Body Priestess is guided by her higher self to trust, honor, respect,              
and take action aligned with her inner knowing and sovereign power. She            

chooses to love in each moment and inspires others on the path of awakening. The journey of Sexual                  

Sovereignty and living from Empowered Pleasure requires your permission - permission to experience             

the pleasure of being in your Temple Body while living with purpose. The more you claim your sovereign                  

power with pleasure, the more your presence will permit others to do the same.  

 

As a sexually sovereign being, you get to choose how you show up in the               
world. You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. By harnessing your sexual energy and                 

focusing your creative power on your divine purpose and highest YES, you manifest your life as an                 

embodied feminine leader, bringing forth the income and impact you desire. 

 

 

 
Photo by Kevin Thom, Temple Body Day 2018 

 

It’s time to expand your wings and fly toward your life’s calling  

as a Temple Body Priestess, paving the way for the ancient  

future generations to come. 
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Reflection Questions/ Video Prompts 
 

 
1. What spiritual, sexual, and creative aspects of the Temple Body Priestess are you ready to 

activate in order to awaken her codes? 

2. What are you discovering in your relationship between your pleasure and feminine power?  
 

3. Reflect on and write about your relationship with the divine. How are you showing up for 

yourself and nurturing your sacred marriage with the divine? 

 

4. Are there any shadow aspects of the Temple Body Priestess you are aware of within yourself 

and ready to own? 
 

5. In connecting with your Sexual Priestess and dialoguing with your yoni,  what did you discover? 

 

6. Who you are on a deep soul level is what you are here to do and birth into the world.  How are 

you committed to embodying what you stand for and desire in your daily life? 
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